Dear the websites managing staffs ........Here comes Paris Climate Meeting !!
Honest is the one who changes his mind to tune to the truth,Dishonest is the one who
changed the truth to tune it to their thoughts. .........;.Anonymous

Now the deadly stupidity has been ruling on this world toward mass
extinction before 2050 !!
The miserable IPCC(UN)climate scientists has been in silent on the deadly climate
fact !!.These facts could be noticed by you-yourself the amateur observers on recent
climate changes in the last 5 years with global temperature rise~0.1

or more.

http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/2010november/

<1>Could you "feel" that climate in 5 years before was rather calm,
while that of recent 5 years have frequently become wild and
climate record breakings in the world ?!!!.
Note climate energy of global warming 0.1
(8.6x10^22J)/(1.8 ×10^20J)

could generate hurricanes by about

400units “!!!.

Of course all the energy never become all hurricanes !!
http://www.777true.net/0.1C-Temperature-Rise-could-cause-Climate-Wild.pdf
＊0.1

Global Temperature Rise

8.6x10^22Joule heat energy increase

＊How much energy for making a hurricane ?

1.8 ×10^20Joule.

Thereby more 1 rise treatment by Copenhagen 2009 is fatal suicidal !!!.
1 is ten times of 0.1 !!.

<2>IPCC projections never return stable temperature at now !!.

Below is 777true.net simulation toward 350ppm in the verified method
http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf

<3>IPCC has substantially been neglecting emergent and deadly
Arctic Methane Risk !!!

http://realclimate.org/
Unless Arctic Cooling Engineering,we would be extincted in fire ball earth before 2050.
Unless possible salvation methods,author is deadly wrong causing you unnecessary
uneasy at now.

Inquirery to Dr XYZ and the climate research institution ABC <main body of this letter>.
So far I(suzuki)have seen on climate science information,those had already concluded (1)
and (2).As for these,are there any weak points ??.Now our most emergent concern is
realizing Arctic Cooling Technology.As for this,I wish your opinion.
(1)Emergent more than 80%CO2 cut would limit temperature rise about by 0.2～0.3
http://www.777true.net/Why-more-than-80percent-cut-and-the-Realizability-in-your-life.pdf
＊Stanford

Engineers’ Plan To Convert U.S. To 100% Clean Energy !

https://www.popularresistance.org/stanford-engineers-plan-to-convert-u-s-to-100-clean-energy/
＊Sweden

en route to a 100% petroleum-free society

https://mrmondialisation.org/la-suede-en-route-vers-une-societe-100-sans-petrole/
(2)Emergent Arctic Cooling engineering could prevent Methane catastrophe.
＊Save

the Arctic sea ice while we still can! 2015/03/06

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
Fortunately researchers are increasingly confident that a stratospheric aerosol haze, produced
from sulphur dioxide, SO2,could provide significant cooling of the Arctic for modest expenditure
of the order of a few billion dollars per year.This type of cooling could be replaced by cloud
brightening using ultra-fine seawater droplets when the technology is ready for large-scale
deployment within a year or two. ＊red characters are by author
Note world military budget＝１.７Ｔ＄/ｙ,World oil payment＝２６Ｔ＄/ｙ !!

I will do my best for you.

.

gutvv1@dc4.so-net.ne.jp
http://www.777true.net/
tel +82-046-843-2271,〒239-0813,1-2-5,Kamoi,Yokosuka-city,Kanagawa,Japan.
Workshop on Contemporaly Issues and B Wave Technology editor:motoji-SUZUKI.、

PS:Above (1)(2) are entirely against IPCC's position of substantially nothing salvation !!.
(1)IPCC's position in (1):allowing more 1

rise <Copenhagen 2009>

2 Degrees of Warming a Recipe for Disaster, NASA Scientist Says
http://www.livescience.com/17340-agu-climate-sensitivity-nasa-hansen.html?li_source=LI&l
i_medium=most-popular
(2)IPCC's position in (2):substantially neglecting Arctic Methane Risk.

Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
Those have been due to injustice of IPCC.
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
After all,miserable current situation of climate mending has been due to plutocracy by the Oil
Merchant.So climate scinetists must emergently make global solidarity toward political change.
Or our future would be nothing,but climate hell world.Coming Paris meeting might be the last
chance.

The oil merchant EXXON-MOBIL's outrageous climate crimes in the past.
Exxon Mobil Faces Heightened Risk of Climate Litigation, Its Critics Say
Advocates explore holding the company accountable after new evidence shows it's long
understood that global warming threatened its business and the planet.
By Bob Simison, InsideClimate News Sep 30, 2015
http://insideclimatenews.org/news/23092015/ExxonMobil-May-Face-Heightened-Climate-Litigati
on-Its-Critics-Say?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

Exxon knew four decades ago about CO2
Neela Banerjee of InsideClimate News talks about her investigation into Exxon and how the
company's scientists knew since the 1970s about the damage fossil fuels were causing to the
climate. Banerjee also discusses how the company funded groups dedicated ... more
http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123
707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

APPENDIX-1:Nations towards a 100% Renewable Energy Society

In 2015, Uruguay will produce 90% of its electricity from renewable

01/09/2013

http://www.greenetvert.fr/2013/01/09/en-2015-luruguay-produira-90-de-son-electricite-grac
e-au-renouvelable/70728
Beginning in 2015, Uruguay could become a world leader in the field of renewable energy,
with production dominated 45% by hydropower, 30% wind and 15% biomass.
Is 70% Percent Renewable Power Possible?Portugal Just Did it For 3 Months.
http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2013/04/14/1858811/is-70-renewable-power-possible-portu
gal-just-did-it-for-3-months/
The truth behind Costa Rica’s renewable energy
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/mar/30/truth-behind-costa-rica-renewable
-energy-reservoirs-climate-change
5 Countries Leading the Way Toward 100% Renewable Energy

January 9, 2015

http://ecowatch.com/2015/01/09/countries-leading-way-renewable-energy/

Europe Moving Towards 100 percent Renewable Energy
http://www.thegreenmarketoracle.com/2015/04/europe-moving-towards-100-percent.html

Sweden en route to a 100% petroleum-free society
https://mrmondialisation.org/la-suede-en-route-vers-une-societe-100-sans-petrole/

Stanford Engineers’ Plan To Convert U.S. To 100% Clean Energy !
https://www.popularresistance.org/stanford-engineers-plan-to-convert-u-s-to-100-clean-energy/

APPENDIX-2:100% Renewable Energy＝The Only Option
100% Renewable Energy – The Only Option for a Common Future
http://www.futurejustice.org/blog/guest-contribution/100-renewable-energy-the-only-option-f
or-a-common-future/
TOWARDS THE CLIMATE CONFERENCE PARIS – MAPPING THE WAY TOWARDS
100% RENEWABLE ENERGIES
http://www.wwindea.org/towards-the-climate-conference-paris-mapping-the-way-towards-1
00-renewable-energies/
HOW TO ACHIEVE 100% RENEWABLE ENERGY
http://worldfuturecouncil.org/fileadmin/user_upload/Climate_and_Energy/Cities/Policy_Han
dbook_Online_Version.pdf
100% Renewable Energy – the only option we have.
Now is the time to act,Solutions exist.
This is a full dress analysis and synthesis.
Can Japan Go 100% Renewable by 2050? 2011•04•11
http://ourworld.unu.edu/en/can-japan-go-100-renewable-by-2050

